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FRAMED MEDIA COMMEMORATING A
SIGNIFICANT SPORTING OCCASION

FRAMED MEDIA WITH MEANING

Every day someone, somewhere, experiences
something memorable – success, achievement or
some other significant milestone unique to them.

Success takes hard work and dedication – it deserves
to be recognised !

Milestones represent significant achievements – they
should be celebrated !

Successes in sport are very special occasions – they
are worth commemorating !

"Sheffield FC have used the services provided by
Inner Frame on numerous occasions. Each time
we have found them to be very professional and
their workmanship is first class. I would have no
hesitation in recommending them to others to mark
historic or special events. Everyone at Sheffield FC
is proud to be associated with Inner Frame." – Lee
Walshaw, Commercial Director, Sheffield FC
(Officially the Worlds First Football Club)

Using our innovative and patented design, Inner
Frame will create an everlasting reminder of your
special event that is both beautiful and practical,
tailored to your personal requirements and
something which you will be proud to display.

Memories fade – let Inner Frame preserve your
special moment.

“We used the services of Inner Frame when we
reached the FA Trophy final at Wembley in 2009. I
found Inner Frame to be extremely helpful and co-
operative and wouldn’t hesitate in recommending
them to any other prospective Client" – Ross
Potter, General Manager, York City FC (FA
Trophy Finalists 2009)

The picture above shows former manager
of Inter Milan, and now manager of
Manchester City FC, Roberto Mancini, as
he takes receipt of one of our
commemorative mementos.

CASE STUDY

Barrow Football Club and Stevenage Borough
Football Club reached the Final of the FA Trophy at
Wembley in 2010.

Rather than the traditional swapping of pennants,
both teams wanted something that would be an
everlasting impressive reminder of such an
achievement as reaching a final such as the FA
Trophy.

We were approached by both clubs and asked if
we could create unique mementos that would
not only commemorate the meeting of both
finalists but would also be a symbol of goodwill
and sportsmanship between each other.

Our excitement of a contract for such a notable
sporting occasion, meant adjusting our schedules so
our design team could work creatively to design and
create a prestigious piece that told the whole story.
It gives us great pleasure that one of our
prestigious displays takes pride of place within the
board room of both clubs and we are told that it
always a topic of conversation during meetings
that take place with visitors and clients to their
respective grounds.

The visibility and positioning of such a treasured
commemorative piece enhances the standing of
any sports individual or organisation and their
capabilities.

“I have always found that Inner Frame work with
the utmost of professionalism and they have never
missed a deadline I have set, even when working
on short notice.
I unreservedly recommend Inner Frame to anyone
considering purchasing from their impressive
range of products” – Dave McCarthy, CEO,
Ferencvaros TC
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FRAMES DEPICTING PARTICIPATION
IN A PRESTIGIOUS PROJECT

FRAMED MEDIA WITH MEANING

Every day somebody, somewhere, experiences
something memorable – success, achievement or
some other significant milestone unique to them.

Success takes hard work and dedication – it deserves
to be recognised !

Milestones represent significant achievements – they
should be celebrated !

Participation in a prestigious project – it is worth
sharing !

"Sheffield FC have used the services provided by
Inner Frame on numerous occasions. Each time
we have found them to be very professional and
their workmanship is first class. I would have no
hesitation in recommending them to others to mark
historic or special events. Everyone at Sheffield FC
is proud to be associated with Inner Frame." – Lee
Walshaw, Commercial Director, Sheffield FC

Using our innovative designs, Inner Frame will
create an everlasting reminder of your involvement
in a prestigious project, tailored to your personal
requirements and something which you will be
proud to display.

Memories fade – let Inner Frame preserve your
special moment.

“We used the services of Inner Frame when we
reached the FA Trophy final at Wembley in 2009. I
found Inner Frame to be extremely helpful and co-
operative and wouldn’t hesitate in recommending
them to any other prospective Client" – Ross
Potter, General Manager, York City FC (FA
Trophy Finalists 2009)

CASE STUDY

We were contacted by Peter T. Griffiths
Construction in North Wales, who were in the
process of refurbishing their offices, particularly
their board room.

They asked Inner Frame to design a display of
sixteen projects within frames that would
powerfully express the diverse capabilities of their
company.

They particularly wanted an impressive
reference for their highly valued clients, whilst
displaying a visual portfolio of up to £100m of
completed projects.

Our excitement of a contract with such a major
company meant adjusting our schedules so our
design team and team of professional photographers
could work creatively to design and create a
prestigious piece that told the whole story of each
individual project.

It gives us great pleasure that a gallery of projects
utilising our unique frames takes pride of place
within the board room of Peter T. Griffiths
Construction and we are told that it always a topic
of conversation during meetings that take place
with visitors and clients to their premises.

The visibility and positioning of such a prestigious
visual portfolio enhances the standing of an
organisation and their capabilities, the quality of
client or associate, and the commemoration of
their long standing business relationships.

For Peter T. Griffiths Construction, this in turn has
led to further inter-business relationships, purely
on the display of their framed project profiles.

“I have always found that Inner Frame work with
the utmost of professionalism and they have never
missed a deadline I have set, even when working
on short notice.
I unreservedly recommend Inner Frame to anyone
considering purchasing from their impressive
range of products” – Dave McCarthy, CEO,
Ferencvaros TC
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FRAMES DEPICTING A SPONSORSHIP
OR PARTNERSHIP

Every day somebody, somewhere, experiences
something memorable – success, achievement, an
anniversary or some other significant milestone
unique to them.

Success takes hard work and dedication – it deserves
to be recognised !

Milestones represent significant achievements – they
should be celebrated !

Sponsorships and partnerships are very special
alliances – they are worth promoting !

"Sheffield FC have used the services provided by
Inner Frame on numerous occasions. Each time
we have found them to be very professional and
their workmanship is first class. I would have no
hesitation in recommending them to others to mark
historic or special events. Everyone at Sheffield FC
is proud to be associated with Inner Frame." – Lee
Walshaw, Commercial Director, Sheffield FC
(Officially the Worlds First Football Club)

Using our innovative and patented design, Inner
Frame will create an everlasting reminder of your
sponsorship or partnership arrangement which is
both beautiful and practical, tailored to your personal
requirements and something which you will be
proud to display.

Memories fade – let Inner Frame preserve your
special alliance.

“We used the services of Inner Frame when we
reached the FA Trophy final at Wembley in 2009. I
found Inner Frame to be extremely helpful and co-
operative and wouldn’t hesitate in recommending
them to any other prospective Client" – Ross
Potter, General Manager, York City FC (FA
Trophy Finalists 2009)

CASE STUDY

The Oldest football club in the world, Sheffield
FC were celebrating their 150th Anniversary and
held an International celebration football match
against Ajax of Amsterdam to mark the occasion.

To be able to hold such a prestigious event,
Sheffield FC was sponsored by VALAD Property
Investment Company.
To show their appreciation by presenting a small
token of gratitude, Sheffield FC asked Inner Frame
to design a display within a frame that would
powerfully express the alliance between the two
organisations.

They particularly wanted an impressive
reference for their highly valued sponsor, for
this, their most prestigious football match to
date.

Our excitement of a contract with such a notable
football club, together with such a major company,
meant adjusting our schedules so our design team
could work creatively to design and create a
prestigious piece that told the whole story.

It gives us great pleasure that one of our
prestigious displays takes pride of place within the
board room of VALAD Property Investment
Company and we are told that it always a topic of
conversation during meetings that take place with
visitors and clients to their premises.

The visibility and positioning of such a treasured
commemorative piece enhances the standing of an
organisation and their capabilities, the quality of
client or associate, and the commemoration of
their long standing business relationships.

For both Sheffield FC and VALAD Property
Investment Company, this in turn has led to
further inter-business relationships, purely on the
display of one commemorative frame.

“I have always found that Inner Frame work with
the utmost of professionalism and they have never
missed a deadline I have set, even when working
on short notice.
I unreservedly recommend Inner Frame to anyone
considering purchasing from their impressive
range of products” – Dave McCarthy, CEO,
Ferencvaros TC
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FRAMES DEPICTING AN ANNIVERSARY

Every day somebody, somewhere, experiences
something memorable – success, achievement, an
anniversary or some other significant milestone
unique to them.

Success takes hard work and dedication – it deserves
to be recognised !

Milestones represent significant achievements – they
should be celebrated !

Anniversaries and memorable dates are very special
occasions – they are worth commemorating !

"Sheffield FC have used the services provided by
Inner Frame on numerous occasions. Each time
we have found them to be very professional and
their workmanship is first class. I would have no
hesitation in recommending them to others to mark
historic or special events. Everyone at Sheffield FC
is proud to be associated with Inner Frame." – Lee
Walshaw, Commercial Director, Sheffield FC
(Officially the Worlds First Football Club)

Using our innovative and patented design, Inner
Frame will create an everlasting reminder of your
special event that is both beautiful and practical,
tailored to your personal requirements and
something which you will be proud to display.

Memories fade – let Inner Frame preserve your
special moment.

“We used the services of Inner Frame when we
reached the FA Trophy final at Wembley in 2009. I
found Inner Frame to be extremely helpful and co-
operative and wouldn’t hesitate in recommending
them to any other prospective Client" – Ross
Potter, General Manager, York City FC (FA
Trophy Finalists 2009)

Artists Impression of one of the two NASA
Mars Rovers

CASE STUDY

Forest City Gear of Roscoe, Illinois,
USA were celebrating their 50th

Anniversary, they wanted to capture
that event and asked Inner Frame to
design a celebration display that would
powerfully express fifty years of gear
manufacturing.
They particularly wanted an impressive
reference for their highly valued client, NASA,
for this, their most prestigious project to date.

Forest City Gear provided the drive gears for the
Mars Rovers, Spirit & Opportunity, perhaps one
of the most lucrative and high profile contracts
that a manufacturing company can secure.

Our excitement of a contract with such a notable
company, meant adjusting our schedules so our
design team could work creatively to design and
create a prestigious piece that told the whole story.
It gives us great pleasure that one of our
prestigious displays takes pride of place within
their board room and we are told that it always a
topic of conversation during meetings that take
place with visitors and clients to their
manufacturing base.

The visibility and positioning of such a treasured
commemorative piece enhances the standing of an
organisation and their capabilities, the quality of
client or associate, and the commemoration of
their long standing in business.

For Forest City Gear, this in turn has led to further
inter-business relationships, purely on the display
of one commemorative frame.

“I have always found that Inner Frame work with
the utmost of professionalism and they have never
missed a deadline I have set, even when working
on short notice.
I unreservedly recommend Inner Frame to anyone
considering purchasing from their impressive
range of products” – Dave McCarthy, CEO,
Ferencvaros TC
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